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The radar ssaetexing properties: of planetary surfaces have been used by many igvestigators 
to infer the roughness of the surfaces on the scale of a meter to several tens of meters. The 
roughness of the surfaces are estimated by comparison of radar spectra with a model of radar 
scattering developed by Magfors, and are generally reported as an r m  slope. In an effort to test 
assumptions made by the Hagfm9 model and to gain a better understanding of surface roughness 
estimates, we determined the surface slope distributions of a number of eeriestrial surfaces by field 
measurement, . 

Slope distributions for the termtrial surfaces differed considerably from the distributions 
assumed in the development of the Hagfors' model. In particular, the terrestrial surfaces had fewer 
flatter slopes and a greater grop01-tion of steep slopes than assumed by the model. 

Rms slope values for the measured terrestrial surfaces ranged from 0' for an evaporative 
basin to 16.5' for sand dunes and a lava flow. By comparison, rms slope values estimated for 
planetq surfaces have ranged from less than a d e p  to about 10°, with the majority of planetaxy 
surfaces in the lower end of this range (do). Only the flattest two measured terrestrial surfaces 
had rms slope values less than 5'. while half of the measured surfaces had rms slopes > 10'. 

We also used the Hagfors' model of radar scattering to predict the return that would be 
expected from planetary surfaces where different surface types were present in the field of view. 
The expected returns for surfaces with varying fractions of two surface types were modelled by 
scaling the expected r e m  from each surface separately and adding the results together to estimate 
the combined return. The shapes of the resulting spectra differed from those predicted by the 
Hagfors9 model for homogeneous surfaces, with the combined spectra having a broader central 
peak than expected for a homogeneous surface. Since the shape of the spectra is important in 
determining the nns slope, rms slope values estimated for the combined spectra are lower than the 
values determined by combining slope distributions and calculating the mu slope directly. These 
results suggest that the radat-detennined m s  slope of a rugged area could be substantially 
underestimated by the presence of a few patches of flat surface in the view area 

Together, these results suggest that current methods of detemhing surface roughness from 
radar significantly underestimate the roughness of planetary surfaces. Furthermore, the results 
indicate that it is not merely a matter of "scaling up*' the presently reported rms slopes to get a more 
satisfactory range of values. Rather, we are unable to ascribe a specific geologic meaning to radar- 
determined rms slope values, and suggest that rms slope values arc most useful in distinguishing 
geologic units. . 
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